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Joie de l'orgue
Plus grands que les arbres **
I Hear something
La cuenta al reves (Tempest)
Paradis (noyade interdite) **)
El Verano **
Gently coaxing

All tracks by Chazam except 4

Studio versions, **: studio live rehearsal

Tracks also available online:
http://david.chazam.free.fr/dmoz/2013

Info s : www.ch azam.org
ema il : b ookin g@cha zam .or g

photo : Noé S.

Chazam
Plays ORGAN and sings some songs

Most simple technical rider for a set based on the use of a
ORGAN, a bass synthesizer
a beatbox and a voice... Other units you may provide are powerful
guitar or organ amplifier, bass amplifier, DI's, SM57 microphone, one mix
of monitoring, lights and dressing room. Show can last from 30 to 90
minutes, on a regular stage or any other interesting configurations...
Transportation by train or car is favored. Plane with additional cost of
luggage (25kg)
Check live videos online : |http://david.chazam.free.fr/chzsolo2013/|

Please also check also page www.chazam.org ‐ click on "booking"

A PECULIAR ARTIST BEYOND THE
FASHION... Votre CHAZAM, formerly
known as the Crazy Electronic Music
Showman and as one major partner
of Jean Jacques PERREY, proposes
his new live project. Please take the
time and check his U‐turn from
"Electropop" to "Lounge‐core", and
his gracious lovely program of
"chansons de désamour" ...

"WHO ?"

Votre Chazam is a prolific composer
who wrote music for many theater and
contemporary dance shows as well as motion
pictures ; he produced many albums over the
years under his name, or with bands like Tschack!,
Eclectricks, Nearly Twins, or personalities like
Jean Jacques PERREY. He's also a sound designer
in the contemporary art field, and working with
artists like Christian Boltanski and others... As a
musical performer Votre Chazam plays all over
Europe in many clubs and festivals...

"WHAT ?" The most simple process: one man
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sings in front of people without any of the
artifices technology can now provide. He plays
organ to accompany his own songs, and some
strange covers. there are no videos, the only
images is poetry in the imagination of the
listeners...
Chazam is a real European crusader for the
confrontation of languages; he sings in many
languages like English, Spanish, Bosnian, French,
Italian, Nederlands, Polish...
Humbly in the footsteps of Timmy Thomas, Votre
Chazam proposes a graceful show, a rare moment
of truth and elegance ...

